1. ADAPT
Clean the surface of your device. Center the iOadapt™ on your device then apply with firm pressure to device or case while on a flat surface and adhere. Allow adhesive to set at least 8 hours before first use. For best results, let it set overnight.

2. INSTALL
The Kustom Semisphere Mount bolts to the stock controls. Remove 2 bolts from the controls, line up the mount, and use the included hardware to tighten. Follow factory specs.
Tools Needed: T30 torx

3. ATTACH
Once the iOcore is placed on the Semisphere, your device is ready to be firmly attached.
APPLICATION NOTES

- Each iOadapt™ utilizes permanent adhesive and is very difficult to remove once applied. Klock Werks and/or iOmounts™ are not responsible for any damages caused by the removal of the iOadapt™.

- iOadapts™ supplied with the nomad™ and motorcycle-specific mounts are intended for phones and smaller devices only, and will not support full size tablets, e-readers and larger devices.

- Do not use on silicon type or heavily textured cases!

WARNING: When riding or driving, please follow your state laws regarding device use.